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ITALY

About us

We are a family who share a passion for olive oil. Vulcino 

is truly our dream come true!

Vulcino is a small artisanal farm and we do all labelling, 

bottling etc. by hand.

Our EVOO characteristics

Caninese olives grow only in the Canino area.

We believe firmly in the importance of being organic. No 

intensive cultivations or chemical products on Vulcino 

farm.. . our olive trees flourish in uncontaminated soil 

with lots of air and sunlight.

In October each cultivar is harvested separately at 

precisely its right moment of maturation, after which 

the olives are cold-pressed within 4 hours on our 

estate, with our a state-of-the-art mill .

We then let the oil settle in its containers for a month 

before being bottled.

Eugénie,  the art ist ic soul of the family,  i s  a sommelier 

and a class ical  musician.  She has put the music of 

Mozart and Bach in our cel lars so that these 

composer ’s  subl ime harmonic frequencies 

enhance the wel l-being of our oi l .



Principe
Principe is the Caninese variety (the “prince” of our area), 
slightly mellowed by the presence of the Frantoio cultivar. 

This noble blend distinguishes itself with its fresh vegetal 
aromas of artichoke and chicory which are well balanced 

with elegant bitterness and pungency.
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Saecula
This Caninese monocultivar comes from our century-
old olive groves, hence the name “Saecula”. It is a native 
variety which grew here spontaneously c.3,000 years 
ago. Its robust complex aroma speaks of the history of this 
land, with its tantalizing fresh green herbaceousness finely 
balanced with its characteristic bitterness and pungency.
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Territory
Vulcino farm is located in central Italy, between the volcanic lake of 
Bolsena and the sea. This makes for particularly fertile land with great 
biodiversity.
The Etruscan people thrived here long before Roman civilization. We 
can see from the archaeological remains of the Etruscan city of Vulci 
that they enjoyed the Caninese olive variety not only in their cuisine, 
but also for cosmetic use.
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